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Both sides 
work together
In nature, two ears must work  
together to truly know the direction  
of speech. In hearing instruments,  
the same principle applies. The  
only way for hearing instruments  
to reliably determine the direction  
of speech is to continuously work  
together to analyze the environment. 
Moxi2 Pro and Quantum2 Pro hearing 
instruments do this through binaural 
spatial processing.

Ultimate listening everywhere
Each Pro hearing instrument responds independently, 
taking action to provide an overall coordinated 
response that allows the patient to best hear 
the speech signal from any direction. 

Binaural spatial processing is the technology behind 
SpeechZone™ 2, an amazing new feature in Moxi2 Pro  
and Quantum2 Pro hearing instruments.

Detecting speech from all around
Binaural spatial processing is possible in next generation 
Pro hearing instruments because Era provides the power  
to determine the exact location of speech, whether it’s 
coming from the front, back, left or right. 

Speech 
has 
nowhere 
to hide

360° speech 
detection

360°

speech



Products shown at actual size

Era

Always making 
great things 
happen
Era™ is the state-of-the-art platform that has produced 
breakthroughs in natural, high-fidelity sound and 
automatic performance. Now Era is delivering yet 
another innovation in Moxi2 Pro and Quantum2 Pro 
hearing instruments with binaural spatial processing 
that determines exactly where speech is coming from. 
Great things happen with Era.

High-resolution sensing 

Precise classification

Powerful integrated algorithms

Sounds the way nature intended

Seamless automatic performance plus the innovative 
technologies in the next generation Pro hearing 
instruments ensure that your patients effortlessly 
experience incredible natural sound, less distraction 
from everyday noises, and superior speech 
understanding, even when the environment is very 
noisy. All of this just happens, everywhere they go, all 
day long. Listening doesn’t get much better than this.

An ultimate listening 
experience in all environments
It happens automatically 
and seamlessly with Pro



Natural, effortless 
listening goes Pro
The 4-destination Automatic Program in Pro works with 
SmartFocus™ 2 to provide easier, better listening in all 
situations. Speech sounds clearer in noise. Music has 
beautiful, rich tones. Distracting noises are minimized 
when it’s quiet. Your patients experience the pleasure 
of natural listening, no adjustments required. 

Here’s how it works
High-resolution sensors continuously analyze the 
listening environment, providing real-time information to 
the classifier, which can then make intelligent decisions 
about the hearing instrument’s response. The result is 
a custom blended response that sounds natural. 

Even better listening
SmartFocus 2 works within the Automatic Program.  
It’s always in the background, synergistically combining 
adaptive features for optimal speech intelligibility or comfort 
as the situation demands. So your patients experience 
better speech understanding in noise, less distraction from 
everyday noises and ease of listening everywhere they go. 

Mitch is wearing 
Moxi2 Kiss in platinum
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Conversations come from all directions

In real life, the speech your patients want to hear comes 
from all around them. SpeechZone 2 and SmartFocus 2 
makes sure they don’t miss any of it. 

Speech from the front

Listening situation: Attending 
a cocktail party with lots of 
smaller group conversations 
taking place all around

Patient goal: Wants to hear 
the speech coming from the 
person in front of them

Directional microphones only Pro featuring SpeechZone 2 
and SmartFocus 2

Speech from the right side

Listening situation: Having 
lunch with a friend in a busy 
restaurant

Patient goal: Wants 
to participate in the 
conversation around the 
table yet still be aware when 
the waiter comes up on their 
right to speak to them

Speech from the left side

Listening situation: Shopping 
in a busy mall with a friend

Patient goal: Wants to hear 
what the friend at their side 
is saying but needs to focus 
their attention out front to 
see where they are walking

Directional microphones only Pro featuring SpeechZone 2 
and SmartFocus 2

Speech enhancement+

Speech

Noise

Speech from behind

Listening situation: Standing 
in line with a friend to buy 
concert tickets

Patient goal: Wants to hear 
what their companion in 
line behind them is saying 
without having to turn around

A great sense of direction
Intelligent sensors in SpeechZone 2 can identify the presence 
of speech and determine whether it’s coming from the front, 
back, left side or right side of the listener. 

Makes speech stand out
SpeechZone 2 automatically selects a binaural or asymmetric 
synchronized microphone strategy to ensure the best speech 
understanding in noisy environments.

Trust a Pro for 
superior speech 
in noise
SpeechZone 2 is activated when speech is  
present in a noisy environment. It uses binaural 
spatial processing to pinpoint speech within 
360 degrees. SpeechZone 2 then responds 
intelligently to provide the best speech 
understanding, automatically and seamlessly.



Michelle is wearing 
Quantum2 S in espresso

Ultimate listening
The combination of the Automatic Program, 
SmartFocus 2 and SpeechZone 2 lets your patients 
automatically experience ultimate listening, even 
in their most challenging situations.

Happy patients
Flex:trial™ is a one-of-a-kind solution that lets your patients 
experience the ultimate listening experience of Pro hearing 
instruments in the real world with no risk or obligation.

High satisfaction
A proven1 adaptation management strategy keeps 
new wearers more satisfied by starting them at 
their preferred listening levels and then gradually 
adjusting them towards industry standard targets.

A first fit 
experience
Moxi2 Pro and Quantum2 Pro offer a full set of  
features that deliver sounds just the way nature 
intended and innovations that make it easier for 
patients to fully embrace wearing hearing instruments 
and experience effortless enjoyment from day one. 

1 AudiologyNow! 2013, Acclimatization to Amplification Through Gradual Gain Model Adjustment; Presenter: Donald Hayes, 
PhD, Unitron Hearing Ltd. Contributors: John Pumford, AuD, Unitron Hearing Ltd.; Paula Folkeard, AuD, Western University

that sounds 
so natural
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Receiver type: Standard  
(xS)

Power  
(xP)

Super power  
(xSP)

Super power plus 
(xSP plus) 

Output / gain (2cc) 112/45 126/55 129/61 133/65

Open dome • •

Closed dome • •

Power dome • •

Sleeve mold • •

cShell (hard and soft options) • • • •

*Moxi2 Dura has an IP67 rating. Moxi2 Kiss and Moxi2 have an IP57 rating.

Moxi2 
goes Pro

There’s a new generation of Moxi™ to love. Moxi2 offers enhanced  
technology at five levels, with the premium Pro option providing the ultimate 
listening experience in all environments, automatically and seamlessly.  
A choice between three RIC styles, including the inspired design of 
Moxi2 Kiss and the robust Moxi2 Dura, gives more flexibility to meet unique 
needs and preferences. A complete set of features takes satisfaction even 
higher, with innovations that create the best first fit experience, all wrapped 
in the natural sound that only the Era platform can deliver.

Ultimate fitting flexibility



Battery size: 13 312

Peak output / gain (2cc)

M (moderate) 112/40 112/40

P (power) 118/50 118/50

HP (high power) 122/60 122/60

SP (super power) 130/70 130/70

Wireless • •

Multiband adaptive • •

Style: Standard High Power 

Peak output / gain (2cc) filtered earhook 132/63 133/70

Peak output / gain (2cc) slim tube 126/55 130/65

Battery size 13 13

Products* shown at actual size

*Quantum2 S has an IP67 rating. All other styles have an IP57 rating.

Quantum2 
goes Pro

Quantum2 is the next step in high-fidelity, natural sound. This next 
generation of hearing instruments includes Pro, the premium technology 
level that provides the ultimate listening experience in all environments, 
automatically and seamlessly. Available in a complete lineup of ITEs and 
performance BTEs, Quantum2 delivers a comprehensive set of features 
to provide natural listening and the best first fit experience for patients. 
The move up in natural, comfortable listening that Quantum2 delivers 
is powered by Era, the platform that makes great things happen.

BTE performance profile

ITE performance profile




